~~ Charge Glenn Beck With Inciting Nuclear War! ~~
In the following nationwide presentation, Netanyahu's tacit U.S. propaganda
minister, Glenn Beck, defames, blames, and proliferates flagrant lies against
Arabs and Islam. As a Christian, I harbor no partiality toward Islam;
however, I object to war-mongering lies, especially when those lies militate
directly toward global nuclear war between the United States and Russia,
with mad dog Netanyahu declaredly wanting to attack Iran -- and we all
know that Israel's nuclear missiles are quite likely to be launched. This
means that the Israeli population will be incinerated, along with the Iranian
and Syrian populations. In addition to nuclear strikes upon Damascus,
Tehran, Moscow, and Tel Aviv, there will likely be nuclear missile strikes
upon Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, New York, and Atlanta. Now, skeptics
might try to discredit the war-triggering efficacy of this Glenn Beck hate/fear
propaganda presentation, but please consider the fact that Glenn Beck and
his C.I.A. handler, Buck Sexton, along with his attractive mouthpieces, Dana
Loesch and Sara Carter, have been propagandizing for hatred and fear
against Arabs and against Islam in a seemingly endless litany of high profile
televised assaults for years, now. More important, consider the fact that the
most influential and effective segment of the American people -- the ramified,
politically energetic and sincere Tea Parties -- constitute the majority of Glenn
Beck's vast radio and television subscribership. By deceitfully convincing this
dynamic American constituency that Arabs and Islam are committing wholesale
atrocities throughout the Middle East, and are now infiltrating the United States,
the C.I.A.'s Glenn Beck is the key tipping force that inhibits the rational psyche
of the American people from challenging the diabolical and unbridled warmongering chutzpah of Netanyahu's Israeli Mossad/C.I.A., now startling the
eyes-wide-shut consciousness of the American People, and that of the
peoples of all nations with the no-longer-subtle realization: that you and I,
and all of humankind are about to be incinerated in an insane global nuclear
holocaust!
John DiNardo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzDijEHKLDw
Glenn Beck's C.I.A. handler, Buck Sexton, propagates hate-inducing lies
against Arabs and Islam, in a sinister attempt to deflect the true culpability
for the ISIS scourge away from the C.I.A./IsraeliMossad and onto the
victimized Arab people.
John DiNardo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKgJEs_v0JB-6jWb8lIy9Xw
The following reports document several examples of the oligarchic media's
many lies -- lies which corporate stooges Glenn Beck, Dana Loesch, and
Sara Carter are ordered by their C.I.A. handlers to propagate as a way
to manipulatively instill primal hatred and fear in the unsuspecting listener's
psyche, which is a common tactic used by demagogic war-mongers such
as Adolph Hitler and George Herbert Walker Bush. In manipulating their
psyches, Glenn Beck is betraying the Americans who have trusted in his
enticing invocations of patriotic fervor, and as their pied piper, he is leading
so many young volunteering Americans to their deaths and into lifetimes
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of physical and psychological disfigurement. When the people are
methodically conditioned to hate and fear enemies targeted by the warmongering ruling elite, then that hatred and fear subverts God's conscience
within them, and it makes them murder and torture, as they then become
Satan's chattel. This is why Glenn Beck is such a destructive demagogue.
He defiles men's and women's souls.
In lieu of the researched evidence which I have not time to obtain today,
I will state in advance that it is a fact that C.I.A. shrinks hypnotize and
traumatize innocent Afghan goat herders in U.S. Army torture chambers
at the Guantanamo Base in Cuba. Why? Because this is how the C.I.A.
transforms innocent Afghan teenagers into fiendish ISIS terrorists!
Glenn Beck's lies include fear-instilling reports of beheadings. Well, here
is the truth regarding those fear-mongering reports of beheadings. JD
Beheadings: Sotloff - Foley - Berg; ALL FAKED in Order to Stir War Fervor!
http://tinyurl.com/l7dtxoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8qiEcgdbWQ&bpctr=1418786290
http://tinyurl.com/mhczmon
Glenn Beck's tacit C.I.A. spokesperson Dana Loesch defends the C.I.A.'s
indefensible crimes against humanity, namely, those of extensive torture,
which are plainly egregious violations of the Geneva Convention's anti-naziistic
principles prohibiting war criminality. Herein, Glenn Beck's mouthpiece, Dana
Loesch, flauntingly and flagrantly showcases the C.I.A.'s own propaganda
organ, "The NATIONAL REVIEW," in an attempt to deceive Beck's massive
American subscribership, who represent the politically active and influential
Tea Parties all across America. JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LaR6-Oii8E
Glenn Beck's C.I.A. handler, Buck Sexton, declares his position with the
Central Intelligence Agency (documentably, an arm of the Skull & Bones
Secret Society, and not a legitimately operating agency of the United
States Federal Government), and, by implication, Sexton also shows that
he is connected with Israeli Mossad by his declared C.I.A. affiliation with
the New York City Police Department, which is proven to be suborned under
the Zionist ex-Mayor Michael Bloomberg and under the Israeli Mossad secret
operations agency. An Israeli soldier has testified to the fact that some New
York City police officers are sent to Israel to undergo brutal populationrepression training by the sinister Shin Bet and Mossad Israeli Government
terrorist agencies. I personally know a high-ranking New York City police
official who was sent to Israel on police business for a stay, and I suspect it
was for brutal population repression training.
JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZGh1e8hTsw
An array of war crimes charges against Glenn Beck's superior, the mad dog
Netanyahu, who threatens to nuclearly incinerate humankind, which obviously
includes his own people, all of the World's Jews. JD
http://tinyurl.com/nb7uyg2
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